Modern challenges for international law application in the former USSR countries are inextricably linked to the regional integration issues. Despite seeking closer rapprochement with the EU, Russia never dropped its ambitions as a spearhead of political, economic and legal integration within the post-Soviet area. Belarus actively participates in the post-Soviet integration projects while seeking improvements of EU-Belarus relations. However, Ukraine embarked upon a long and challenging path of deeper political and economic integration with the EU and aligning its legal system with the EU acquis. Against this backdrop, this article studies the constitutional dimension of three post-Soviet republic's engagement in regional integration projects identifying the problematic issues in the application of international law.
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Introduction Introduction
Modern challenges to the application of international law in the former ussr union republic, each now an independent state, are linked to regional integration issues. despite seeking closer rapprochement with the european union (eu), russia never abandoned its ambitions to be a spearhead of political, economic, and legal integration within post-soviet space. Following the dissolution of the soviet union, russia led the evolution of regional integration: from the Commonwealth of independent states (Cis), the eurasian economic Community, the single economic Area and the Custom union, the russia-Belarus union state to the contemporary eurasian economic union (eAeu). 1 Belarus actively participates in post-soviet integration projects while seeking improved relations with the eu. however, ukraine embarked upon a long and challenging path of deeper political and economic integration with the eu and aligning its legal system with the eu acquis.
this article considers the constitutional dimension of three post-soviet republic engagements with various regional integration projects. First, it describes the 1 constitutional foundations for the application of international law in the russian legal system within the framework of russian participation in the eAeu. second, this article turns to the constitutional provisions on application of international law in Belarus and the challenges they provide for application of eAeu law. Finally, the application is addressed of international law in ukraine in the context of the implementation of the eu-ukraine Association Agreement and challenges to the ukrainian constitutional system.
Russia
Application of International Law in the Constitutional Provisions
the russian Constitution was adopted by a nationwide referendum on 12 december 1993 as the Basic Law of russia. its origin goes back to western constitutional traditions and internationally recognized democratic values and human rights. 2 the 1993 Constitution achieved a dramatic shift from the soviet legal heritage, especially the implementation and application of international law within the national legal system. 3 it is important to mention that, when adopted, Article 15(4) of the russian Constitution represented the most liberal provision regarding the application of international law within a national legal system among all former soviet countries. As a result, russian judges had considerable opportunity to enforce and interpret international law by means of their decisions in comparison with other judges. 4 in accordance with Article 15(4) of the russian Constitution:
Generally-recognized principles and norms of international law and international treaties of the russian Federation shall be an integral part of its legal system. if other rules have been established by an international treaty of the russian Federation than provided for by a law, the rules of the international treaty shall apply.
unlike the 1992 amendments to the rsFsr Constitution, which merely upheld the supremacy of the generally-recognized human rights over domestic legislation, these provisions go further. this provision may be considered the strictest regulation of the primacy of international law in a national constitution during post-soviet space. 5 thus, according to the russian Constitution, provisions of international treaties prevail over rules of the russian domestic legislation.
in 1997, the Constitutional Court of the russian Federation stipulated that the term "law" should signify laws and all other normative acts. 6 the Constitution itself, however, is not subject to this stipulation. Following the Constitutional Court decree, international treaties of the russian Federation that do not correspond to the Constitution of the russian Federation, shall not be implemented or used. 7 in case of failure to conform to the basic law, russia cannot accept it without introducing necessary constitutional amendments. 8 the requirement of ratification restricts the range of international treaties possessing primacy over domestic legislation.
Although the russian legal system contains duly ratified international treaties, this rule cannot be understood in light of the lex posterior derogat legi priori principle if any discrepancy between the provisions of international treaties and future domestic acts occurs. in compliance with the decree of the supreme Court of the russian Federation, national courts should not apply national legal provisions conflicting the provisions in ratified international agreements. 9 the Constitution provided russian judges with opportunities to apply and interpret different sources of international law in their decisions and the following highlights the current situation: international law is no longer "alien" for [russian] courts. they extensively refer to and apply it, together with domestic norms. 10 5 Maksim karliuk, Russian Legal Order and the Legal Order of the Eurasian Economic Union: An Uneasy Relationship, 5(2) russian Law Journal 33, 38-39 (2017) . 6 Определение Конституционного Суда Российской Федерации от 3 июля 1997 г. № 87-О // СПС «КонсультантПлюс» [Order of the Constitutional Court of the russian Federation No. 87-O of 3 July 1997, sPs "ConsultantPlus"], para. 3. 7 Art. 125(6) of the Constitution of russia, available in english at russian Public Law: the Foundations of a rule-of-Law state: Legislation and documents 4-32 (w.e. Butler (transl. & ed.), 3 rd ed., London: wildy, simmonds & hill, 2013) . 8 Федеральный закон от 15 июля 1995 г. № 101-ФЗ «О международных договорах Российской Федерации» // Собрание законодательства РФ. 1995 . № 29. Ст. 2757 [Federal Law No. 101-FZ of 15 July 1995 On international treaties of russian Federation, Legislation Bulletin of the russian Federation, 1995 , No. 29, Art. 2757 , Art. 12. to understand the peculiarities of the application of international law in russia, we should study the practice of the russian judiciary. the russian legal system does not involve the rule of precedent of case law. despite this fact, the Guiding explanations of high russian courts 11 are of vital importance for understanding the legal force of a specific international treaty within the russian legal system. these guiding explanations act as a model of interpretation of primary and secondary russian law. therefore, lower courts de facto always consider them and follow. By way of example, the Guiding explanations of the Plenum of the supreme Court of russia 12 set out precise criteria of various sources of international law that should be applied by russian courts in their decisions: 1) when russia is a party to an international agreement; 2) when an international agreement has been duly ratified by the russian Parliament; 3) when an international agreement has been published in a designated official gazette; 4) when an international agreement is self-executing.
Consequently, russian judges form their decisions in accordance with sources of international law and the interpretation and application of the 1950 european Convention on human rights (eChr) is important for the russian judiciary. 13 As noted below, the Constitutional Court has developed a cautious approach with respect to the eChr. 14 this also affects the application of the eu-russia PCA and other bilateral agreements between the eu and russia. 15
EAEU Law as a New Challenge for the Russian Legal System
Another distinctive feature of the russian Constitution is the fact that, unlike other post-soviet countries, it contains a so-called "integration clause" that enables the transfer of sovereign powers in order to take part in the functioning of international organizations. the Federal Law of 15 July 1995 "On international treaties of russian Federation" provides that russia can join any international organization with reference to a ratified international treaty. the provisions of the said treaty should 11 the high level of the russian judicial system consists in the Constitutional Court of the russian Federation and the supreme Court of russia. 12 it was issued by the Plenum of the supreme Court of russia that is the highest body of the supreme Court. it is empowered to issue unified interpretation of secondary laws and their application by lower national courts. 13 sergei Marochkin, International Law in the Courts of the Russian Federation: Practice of Application, 6(2) Chinese Journal of international Law 329, 333 (2007 comply with the fundamentals of the russian constitutional order and respect the protection of human rights. As a result, russia as a sovereign state may become a member of any international organization if only the conditions for joining do not infringe its national legislation and russia is able to adhere to the conditions of the concrete international organization.
in 2010, russia, Belarus, and kazakhstan established a Customs union with common customs rules and supranational institutions. since then, russia has transferred its competence in the area of technical regulation and customs matters to the eurasian economic Commission. Political and economic integration in postsoviet space continued in Nur-sultan (formerly, Astana, kazakhstan) on 28 May 2014. On that day, russia, Belarus, and kazakhstan concluded the eAeu treaty (Astana treaty), later acceded to by Armenia and kyrgyzstan.
the eAeu treaty came into force on 1 January 2015, posing new challenges in terms of the influence of international law in the russian legal system. the treaty created its special international system of regional economic integration with its own legal order instead of following the european integration model. Nonetheless, a certain similarity in spirit and content between the eu treaties and the eAeu treaty cannot be ignored.
the legal framework of eurasian integration that concerns russia 16 includes numerous components, namely the eAeu treaty and international treaties concluded within the eurasian economic Community (eurAseC), and of the Customs union and the single economic space, decisions of the eurasian economic Commission, and the case law of the eAeu Court. the eAeu Court is vested with the full competence to interpret the Astana treaty, other founding treaties, and other sources of the "eurasian acquis." 17 despite this favorable opportunity, the eAeu enjoys fewer benefits in power than its predecessor -the eurAseC Court -that had as much influence as the Court of Justice of the european union (CJeu). 18 effect. " 20 the issue was the interpretation of the eAeu treaty provisions related to the de minimis rules (cannot exceed 20%) for vertical agreements between the eAeu companies (Arts. 74-76 of the Astana treaty). the Belarus draft law authorized the cut of the eAeu de minimis rules to 15% for the domestic market (being comparable with eu rules).
in this regard, the eAeu Court emphasized that the eurasian economic Commission had a supranational competition competence. 21 After that, the eAeu Court proceeded to the examination of eAeu competition competence under the Astana treaty and asserted that the competition rules for the eAeu market are covered by common policy, that is, by supranational regulation. 22 the eAeu and its Member states should implement the coordinated policy. however, the eAeu institutions are responsible for defining common approaches to achieve the principal objectives of the eAeu treaty. therefore, the eAeu Court deprived the Member states of the ability to alter the eAeu common rules, especially the Astana treaty provisions related to de minimis criteria for vertical agreements. More importantly, it was the first time that the eAeu Court had invoked the "direct effect" doctrine for the eAeu "common rules. " the conclusion states that
[c]ommon rules of competition have direct effect and should be applied by the Member states directly as international treaty provisions. 23 A parallel with the Van Gend en Loos judgment of the CJeu in 1963 is evident. 24 however, the eAeu Court in the Vertical Agreements case refrained from any quotes and references to the relevant CJeu case law. Comparing the two cases, the Vertical Agreements case is less ambitious in its conclusions and impact on the eAeu legal order than the Van Gend en Loos case in its impact on the eu legal order.
the other situation has a place in setting the primacy principle in eAeu law. the impact of the eCJ case law, which established the primacy principle in eu law, is more apparent. For the first time, eCJ judgments in the Costa v. ENEL case and the Simmenthal case were mentioned in the dissenting opinion of Judge Integration, verfassungsblog, 16 May 2017 (Jul. 2, 2019 , available at http://verfassungsblog.de/the-principle-of-direct-effect-the-eurasian-economicunions-court-pushes-for-more-integration. 21 indent 10 of para. 1 of sec. iv of the Advisory Opinion. 22 Id. indent 11 of para. 1 of sec. iv. 23 Id. indent 1 of para. 2 of sec. iv. 24 Van Gend en Loos v. Nederlandse Administratie der Belastingen, C-26/62, 5 February 1963 , [1963 e.C.r. 1. the case Russia v. Belarus of 25 February 2017 supported an argument on impossibility of any Member states to act contrary to eAeu law provisions. 25 the next step was made by the eAeu Court in its Advisory Opinion of 10 July 2018 in the case Decisions of the Customs Union Commission where the Belarus Ministry of Justice asked to determinate the place of previous Customs union Commission decisions among the eAeu sources of law. in this case, the eAeu Court formulated the union priority over national legal acts. it concluded that the Member state should refrain from adopting national legal acts which are contrary to union law. 26 in addition, the eAeu Court determined that "the content of the 'union law' concept can be clarified in the context of the legal system in order to ensure the supranational nature of union legal regulation" (indent 2 of para. 1).
however, the eAeu Court determination and ability to elaborate and advocate the "direct effect" and "primacy" principles as fundamental propositions remains unclear. First, there is no certainty of the positions of the eAeu Member states on their accountability to the eAeu Court case law, in particular, Advisory Opinions. second, the Constitutional Court of russia has defined a precise concept of the influence of decisions of international bodies on the russian legal system. the 2015 Avangard Agro Orel case is an example. in this case, in line with the Solange I and Solange II reasoning, 27 the Constitutional Court reiterated its jurisdiction to verify the compliance of decisions of eAeu bodies with respect to human rights protected in the Constitution. 28
Belarus
Belarusian Constitutionalism, International Law, and the EAEU Treaty
Napoleon believed that constitutions should be court et obscure and, similarly, according to some American founding fathers, "short and dark." 29 the Belarus Constitution, 30 as well as the constitutions of russia and ukraine, is almost twice as long as the American one. 31 it is, arguably, not as "dark" either. 32 however, there seems to be an exception, a "dark" spot concerning the interrelations of the international legal order and national legal system, as well as the place of acts of international institutions.
the Belarus Constitution differs from those of russia and ukraine as it does not provide for the priority of international treaties as in russia, or of their effect in general as in ukraine. however, it stipulates that the state shall recognize the supremacy of the generally-recognized principles of international law and ensure that its laws comply with such principles, which the russian Constitution does as well, but the ukrainian one does not. 33 some of these principles are listed in Article 18 of the Constitution:
in its foreign policy the republic of Belarus shall proceed from the principles of equality of states, non-use or threat of force, inviolability of frontiers, peaceful settlement of disputes, non-interference in internal affairs, and other generallyrecognized principles and norms of international law.
in the opinion of the former head of the Constitutional Court, the generallyrecognized principles of international law possess the highest legal force and the Constitution must be interpreted in light of them. 34 in any event, the 1978 Constitution of the Belorussian soviet socialist republic referred to international treaties only in the context of concluding and ratifying them. the Belarus Constitution is an improvement because it recognizes international treaties as a source of law and refers to them in a broader context (mentioning them six times in the text). 35 however, the Constitution specifically prohibits the conclusion of international treaties that are contrary to it. 36 Alongside the notion "international treaties, " the Constitution also uses the notion "international legal acts. " Although the latter are used in the Constitution in the context of ratification, 37 it can be understood as including such acts as international agreements and acts of international organizations, as well as international individual legal acts. 38 several interpretations are possible, one being that the status of international treaties depends on the status of national legal acts by which such agreements are adopted as binding. For instance, the Law on international treaties provides 31 See the Constitute Project for the english versions of constitutions at www.constituteproject.org. 32 thus, there are no such debatable provisions as "proper and necessary" clause. 33 Art. 8 (1) that legal norms of international agreements concluded by Belarus form part of national legislation and are subject to direct application, apart from situations where it follows from the agreement itself that a national legal act should be adopted. in this case, international treaties have the force of the ratifying act. 39 A similar provision is contained in the Law on Normative Legal Acts. 40 One can deduce that in this case the legal force of international treaties is equated to that of national legal acts by which such treaties are adopted as binding. thus, given the equal legal force, the act adopted later in time takes precedence. As noted by Pavlova 41 and Zybailo, 42 a newly adopted national law, decree, or edict can theoretically annul the norms of an international treaty applicable on the territory of Belarus. Following this logic, the same would apply to the eAeu treaty, which was ratified by a national law.
Nevertheless, there are other interpretations. According to vasilevich, the principle lex specialis derogat legi generali must be applied. 43 in this case, international agreements enjoy priority over any kind of laws, while remaining lower than the Constitution, essentially claiming that the legislative provisions mentioned above are unconstitutional. 44 to support this point, Article 116 of the Constitution provides that the Constitutional Court can recognize laws, decrees and edicts of the President unconstitutional, if they do not conform to ratified international legal acts. 45 this demonstrates certain deficiencies regarding the status of international treaties in the Belarusian legal system. the acts of international institutions are more complex, which has relevance given the powers of the eurasian economic Commission -the main regulatory body of the eAeu -to adopt decisions that are directly applicable on the territory of member states. 46
Belarusian Constitutionalism and EAEU Legal Acts
when reviewing the constitutionality of the new technical standards legislation adopted to align national law with eAeu law, the Constitutional Court of Belarus recognized the priority of eAeu law in the respective field. 47 however, a caveat was introduced that priority cannot result in a violation of constitutional rights and freedoms. in essence, the Constitutional Court claimed the right to review eAeu legal acts on human rights grounds. this reasoning was grounded in the supremacy of the Constitution read jointly with the provision of the eAeu treaty preamble requiring unconditional respect for the supremacy of constitutional human rights and freedoms.
the legal force of acts of international organizations can generally be deduced from the competence of the Constitutional Court to review the constitutionality of legal acts. 48 the Court can deliver opinions on the conformity of acts adopted by international institutions to the Constitution, international treaties ratified by Belarus, and laws and edicts of the president. 49 Adoption of the 2014 Law on Constitutional Legal Procedure 51 has seen the removal of this provision. it provides that when an international obligation or an act of an international entity contradicts certain legal acts, the relevant state authorities shall take measures to terminate the participation of Belarus in such an international treaty, terminate the obligatory nature of such an act, or introduce changes therein. 52 Arguably, the law has found a compromise between national constitutional rules and rules of international law with a view to ensuring that the Constitution is respected while avoiding international legal responsibility. Possibly these provisions intend to ameliorate the constitutional rules with a view to taking a favorable stance towards Belarus participation in the eAeu. Nevertheless, the dependency direction remainsthe decisions of eAeu institutions remain dependent on the national legislation of Belarus.
some scholars believe that acts of international institutions have lower force than national legislation. Zybailo states that the acts of international institutions rank below the Constitution, ratified international treaties, laws, and edicts of the President. 53 vasilevich agrees: the wording of the Constitution makes acts of international institutions subordinate enactments. 54 however, he proposed a solution to the issue of priority of acts of international institutions in Belarus. 55 Because pacta sunt servanda is a generally-recognized principle of international law and the Constitution acknowledges such principles, vasilevich claims that without fulfilment of decisions of an interstate entity and its organs it is not possible to talk about fulfilment of this principle. 56 vasilevich further proposes to reconcile the differing provisions. Based on the principles lex posterior derogat legi priori and lex specialis derogat legi generali, he proposes to specify the status of acts of interstate entities in a special or programmatic law. this would be compatible with the requirement of Article 116 of the Constitution regarding the compliance of acts of interstate entities with laws and edicts and other constitutional provisions, and comply with international treaties.
Although this proposal is an important contribution to resolving the issue of conflict of international legal obligations and national legal rules, certain comments must be made. the statute on the eurasian economic Commission provides that decisions of the Commission are binding on Member states. 58 however, primacy and the binding nature of legal norms are different notions, and the eAeu treaty does not provide for primacy of Commission decisions over national law. 59 to compare, one draft eAeu treaty provided:
Legal acts of the union shall be binding, shall have direct applicability on the territories of Member states, and shall have priority over the legislation of Member states. 60 thus, the final version of the eAeu treaty removed priority, retaining only the binding character and direct applicability of certain acts. therefore, formally, there are no contradictions with the provisions of Article 116 of the Constitution, as Commission decisions can be binding and directly applicable, whereas they also can be checked for consistency with the Constitution, laws, edicts, and decrees. such a contradiction would occur if the eAeu treaty is amended to introduce priority, or if judicial interpretation or joint interpretation of the member states provides for it. 61 until then, the difficulty that arises is that of effectiveness of the binding nature of Commission decisions without primacy and viability of the eAeu legal order.
the resolution of the conflict proposed by vasilevich can help avoid international responsibility while respecting the Constitution. however, a special act determining the force of acts of international entities can be overturned by another special law, meaning that the functioning of the eAeu legal order will be dependent on national legislation. this hardly favors the effective functioning of the former, since a conflict can occur. in our view, it would be beneficial to amend Article 116 of the Constitution by removing the ability of the Constitutional Court to rule on conformity of acts of international institutions with laws, edicts, and decrees. For instance, amending constitutions was often the case for states joining the eu. 62 Moreover, the President of Belarus has mentioned the possibility of amending the Constitution:
New problems and challenges have emerged. And time may require something new. it is necessary to start with important things if we dare to do it. we should create a group of wise people, lawyers to analyze the Constitution. if necessary, we will [amend the Constitution]. 63 until this happens, another way to deal with the issue is to read the Constitution as a "living document" following the approach outlined by the Chief Justice of the supreme Court of the united states in the case McCulloch v. Maryland:
...we must never forget that it is a constitution we are expounding. 64 it follows that a constitution differs from other legislative acts leading to different interpretation, that is, an interpretation changing over time. As has been argued elsewhere, it is possible to interpret the problematic provision of the Constitution of Belarus as not applicable to supranational institutions. 65 the problem might remain as theoretical in nature. the Constitutional Court has never identified problems arising from the eAeu legal order. similarly, no challenges were made regarding this issue, and Commission decisions are being implemented by Belarus. there was an attempt for formal cooperation between a national court of Belarus and the Court of the eurasian economic Community (eurAseC) -the predecessor of the eAeu Court. the supreme economic Court of Belarus lodged a request for a preliminary ruling asking about the application of an international treaty and two Commission decisions. 67 however, the communication between the national and supranational institutions did not work out -the Belarus court withdrew the request, 68 whereas the Grand Chamber of the eurAseC Court, having a right to reject the withdrawal, continued with the examination and delivered the ruling. 69 Future practice will show whether the theoretically problematic issues of compatibility of the Belarus and eAeu legal orders will arise in practice. if so, there are tools to overcome them without introducing otherwise undesirable amendments.
Ukraine
Constitutional Provisions
the constitutional system of ukraine ranks among the most dynamic in postsoviet space. Although ukraine became independent on 24 August 1991, the political elites did not decide on the text of the Constitution until almost five years later. As a result, the ukrainian Verkhovna Rada adopted the Constitution on 28 June 1996, the last in post-soviet space. the constitutions of the Member states of the european union set the tone of its structure, objectives, and basic principles. 70 Consequently, it makes provision for separation of powers, protection of fundamental human rights, and democratic freedoms. therefore, as provided by the Constitution, ukraine should become a modern european country willing to depart from its soviet past and ready to take sides with states that share international and european democratic values. therefore, this constitutional order could not remain stable for long. According to the initial version of the basic law, ukraine was to be a strong presidential republic. Because of tense political periods in ukraine, the Constitution was amended to reflect the will of the victorious political establishment. the first revision took place in 2004, during the "Orange revolution, " and the aim was to diminish the powers of the President in favor of the Verkhovna Rada. the second revision in 2010, an initiative of the newly-elected pro-russian President, victor yanukovych, was to reinstate the powers of the President to the level of 1996. the third revision, which followed the 2014 "revolution of dignity" (Maidan revolution), introduced changes similar to those of the 2004 version of the Constitution, vesting the Verkhovna Rada with greater powers.
Application of International Law in the Legal System of Ukraine
Although the ukrainian Constitution did not abnegate the binding effect of international treaties within the national legal order, generally-recognized principles of international law are far from being a fundamental part of the ukrainian legal system. 71 however, the initial version of the Constitution of ukraine was technically less exposed to the influence of international law than the Constitution of russia or even Belarus. 72 the situation is changing because of the progressive europeanization of the ukrainian legal system, and of the ukrainian judiciary in particular. 73 the Constitution of ukraine provides in Article 9 that:
international treaties that are in force, agreed to be binding by the verkhovna rada of ukraine, are part of the national legislation of ukraine.
the conclusion of international treaties that contravene the Constitution of ukraine is possible only after introducing relevant amendments to the Constitution of ukraine. 74 the Constitution declares that only duly ratified international agreements are part of the national legislation of ukraine. Following the hierarchy of sources of the ukrainian legal system, these treaties rank below the ukrainian Constitution and above ukrainian subordinate legislation. Consequently, even a duly ratified international treaty is not entitled to override conflicting provisions of the ukrainian Constitution and general principles of law contained therein. Nonetheless, a duly ratified international treaty overrides relevant provisions of subordinate legislation in the event of a conflict. this concept was subsequently included in ukrainian legislation and case law of the Constitutional Court of ukraine. 75 71 Petrov & serdyk 2010, at 170-193. 72 See sections 1 and 2 of this article. 73 Petrov & kalinichenko 2011, at 325-353. 74 Another full text in english is available at https://www.wipo.int/edocs/lexdocs/laws/en/ua/ua013en.pdf. Nevertheless, the fact that the application of international law within the ukrainian legal order is not systematic deserves special mention. First, no settled practice on the application of provisions of international treaties exists. Moreover, their place within the ukrainian legal system is not clear. Before the 2014 Maidan revolution, the ukrainian judiciary hardly referred to international treaties in their decisions and formally denied their direct effect within the ukrainian legal system. however, the conditions have changed.
the judicial reform originating in the implementation of essential elements of the 2014 eu-ukraine Association Agreement (eu-ukraine AA) did not go unnoticed. 76 As for the eu-ukraine AA, it contained such objectives as ensuring the rule of law, strengthening the judiciary, improving its efficiency, safeguarding its independence and impartiality, and combating corruption. 77 Consequently, ukrainian judges refer to international law and decisions of international courts (mainly decisions of the european Court of human rights (eCthr)) in their decisions. this judicial activism can be attributed to two possible reasons. the first is the elevated competitiveness and transparency of the ukrainian judiciary resulting from ambitious reforms in 2015-2017. 78 the second is the policy implemented by international organizations (uN, OsCe, Council of europe, eu, and others) since 2014. they have been consistently investing in training ukrainian judges in the foundations of international law and case law of the eCthr. 79 despite these considerable changes, the ukrainian judiciary does not apply provisions of international treaties and international law principles, including eCthr judgments coherently. the approach is irregular and selective, in order to satisfy the needs of argumentation in a particular decision. 80 Among these reforms were: elimination of high specialized courts with subsequent sacking of all judges who worked in these courts and introduction of a transparent system of selection of judges of common courts and the supreme Court of ukraine in 2016-2017. detailed knowledge of the eChr and the case law of the eCthr are among key criteria of eligibility of newly appointed judges in ukraine, more information is available at http://vkksu.gov.ua/ua. in order to promote the application of the eChr and case law of the eCthr, the ukrainian Verkhovna Rada adopted a 2006 Law "On the execution of Judgments concerning the Application of Practice of the eCthr, " 81 according to which eCthr judgments regarding ukraine are binding and are to be executed on the territory of ukraine as a matter of priority. 82 the law requires effective enforcement of the eCthr judgments and payment of compensation. it also concerns revisions of the ukrainian court decisions related to or caused by the eCthr judgments. Furthermore, this law states that the ukrainian judiciary is bound to consider eCthr case law as a source of the national legal system. 83 the authorized state agency of ukraine (representative of ukraine in the Council of europe) must monitor national legislation and practices to ensure they are in line with the eChr and case law of the eCthr. 84 it should be added that, in prior years, the Constitutional Court of ukraine and ukrainian general courts partly followed the practice of referring to the eCthr case law and recognized the binding nature of eCthr judgments in their decisions. 85 in this context, the current application of international treaties and other sources of international law discourages the ukrainian judiciary from including references to the eu acquis in their decisions. One important goal for the moment is the effective implementation of the energy Community treaty (enC) and the eu-ukraine AA within the ukrainian legal system. we do not know whether the ukrainian judiciary views decisions of the eu-ukraine common institutions set up under the AA and the treaty of the enC as sources of national law. the effective implementation of the respective agreements in the legal system of ukraine could be achieved by the adoption of a special law similar to the 2006 Law "On the execution of Judgments concerning the Application of Practice of the eCthr. " ukrainian administrative courts have referred to the case law of the CJeu without, however, providing the legal reasoning behind this. this approach generated confusion within the ukrainian judiciary, who repeatedly and mistakenly made references to CJeu cases as eCthr cases. Consequently, in 2014 the high Administrative Court of ukraine made a statement that ukrainian administrative court decisions may not be based on doctrines and principles in CJeu case law. At the same time, it could act as argumentation and a "persuasive source of reference" regarding the "harmonious interpretation of national legislation of ukraine with established standards of the eu. " the high Administrative Court considers that one reason for this practice is the need to effectively implement the eu-ukraine AA. 86
Impact of the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement on the Ukrainian Legal System
the eu-ukraine AA has affected significantly the ukrainian legal system for a number of reasons. First, the eu-ukraine AA has triggered and is likely to trigger further constitutional amendments to ensure that ukraine shares eu common democratic values and effectively enforces the eu-ukraine AA. second, the ukrainian judiciary is expected apply the provisions of the eu-ukraine AA and the relevant eu acquis in the implementation of the eu-ukraine AA, which would directly affect the ukrainian legal system. third, the decisions of common institutions set up under the eu-ukraine AA will become part of the national legal system. As a result, the national executive and judiciary will put them into action.
Constitutional Amendments
On 2 June 2016 the Verkhovna Rada adopted the Law on amending the Constitution of ukraine (with respect to justice), which became one of the first "post-Maidan" constitutional amendments. 87 initiated by President Poroshenko to combat corruption and increase the independence of the judiciary in ukraine, they produced considerable public debate in ukraine and beyond. externally, the european Commission for democracy through Law (venice Commission) made two thorough studies of the draft amendments for their compliance with european standards and emitted several important reservations. 88 internally, on one hand, the draft amendments were criticized for extending the authority of the President of ukraine: notably, the power to influence the appointment of judges, to narrow the scope of judges' immunity, and to retain a complicated system of specialized the reservations concerned mainly the scope of judges' immunity and preserving the balance of power in the procedure of appointment of judges and prosecutors (election of the highest Law Council, which is responsible for the appointment of judges (qualified majority voting) and right of the ukrainian Parliament to veto the appointment and removal of the General Prosecutor of ukraine). european Commission for democracy through Law (venice Commission), Opinion No. 803/2015 of 26 October and of 3 december 2015. courts in ukraine. On the other hand, according to the Office of the President of ukraine, the constitutional amendments were essential to achieve the objectives of the eu-ukraine AA related to sharing common values, combating corruption, and improving access to the judiciary. More importantly, the constitutional amendments warrant that ukraine observes the essential elements of the eu-ukraine AA (respect for the principle of the rule of law) 89 and meets the objectives of title iii of the eu-ukraine AA on justice, freedom and security. in accordance with this document, ukraine should consolidate the rule of law, improve the efficiency of the judiciary, safeguard its independence and impartiality, and combat corruption. 90 the eu institutions expressed sufficient support for the constitutional reform in ukraine. the annual report on the progress of implementation of the eu-ukraine AA contained positive remarks about the 2016 constitutional amendments. that legislation strengthens judicial independence and [reorganizes] the court system, by streamlining the judicial instances (from four to three) and by subjecting the sitting judges to examinations and mandatory electronic asset declarations. 91 the most considerable modification in the constitutional reform in ukraine introduced by the eu-ukraine AA 92 can be seen in revised Article 124 of the Constitution wherein it is stated that Constitution, in turn, empowers the ukrainian Parliament to ratify the rome statute. 94
Application and Direct Effect of the EU-Ukraine AA in the Ukrainian Legal
Order even before the eu-ukraine AA was signed, the ukrainian judiciary made occasional references to fundamental principles of eu law and elements of the eu acquis, as well as to case law of the CJeu. 95 this observation arises from a number of external and internal factors. First, since 2004 ukraine's pro-european foreign policy has derived from the national programme of approximating ukrainian legislation to eu law. in practice, some ukrainian judges with expertise in eu law were encouraged to refer to the relevant eu acquis in their decisions. second, the eu has been offering massive result-oriented support in technical and financial spheres to the ukrainian judiciary. it triggered major internal institutional reforms within the ukrainian judiciary, such as the establishment of the system of administrative courts. the settled case law of ukrainian courts shows that primarily administrative judges have been inclined to initiate the application of the eu acquis within the ukrainian judiciary. third was the increased transparency of the ukrainian judiciary. the national registry of ukrainian case law began operating in 2006 and was favorably received by the ukrainian legal community. Judges and lawyers received regular updates about developments in eu law via workshops and courses at ukrainian legal higher educational institutions. in 2004, the Law "On the All-state Programme on the Adaptation of ukrainian Legislation to eu Laws, " which envisages the export of the entire "accession acquis" into ukraine's legal system, was adopted. 96 Although already out-of-date, it encouraged the ukrainian judiciary to use the eu acquis as an important source of reference. 97 the ukrainian judiciary (including the Constitutional Court of ukraine) had applied the eu acquis as a persuasive source of law long before the signature of the 94 however, the ratification of the rome statute is likely to be postponed until the eventual implementation of the "Minsk ii Agreement" regarding the military conflict in the east of ukraine (donbass area) caused by the aggression of russia in ukraine. in particular, the sides of the conflict must ensure the effective ceasefire, effective control by ukraine of its eastern border with russia and guarantee the amnesty of illegally armed belligerents. these actions must take place before the ratification of the rome statute in order to avoid entrenching legal war between the government of ukraine and the russian government and governments of the self-proclaimed separatist republics in the east of ukraine. eu-ukraine AA. For instance, in the event of conflicting provisions of national law, ukrainian courts recognized the predominance of the eu-ukraine AA predecessor (eu-ukraine PCA). 98 Furthermore, the ukrainian administrative courts have adapted from the eu legal system an unprecedented (for ukraine) eu-originated concept of legal certainty for state liability issues. 99 Further dramatic political events in ukraine and the Maidan revolution in 2013-2014 that triggered the signature of the eu-ukraine AA in June 2014 promoted the debate over the application of the eu acquis and case law of the CJeu by the ukrainian judiciary. At the end of 2014, the high Administrative Court interfered and addressed the challenge in a traditional way for post-soviet courts -issued an information Letter to all administrative judges in ukraine. 100 According to the Letter, eu founding treaties do not constitute part of legal system of ukraine and, therefore, eu law and case law of the CJeu cannot be considered as part of the ukrainian legal system taking into account the european vector of ukraine's foreign policy and objectives of the ukrainian law "On the All-state Programme on the Adaptation of ukrainian Legislation to eu Laws" of 18 March 2004 101 and the eu-ukraine AA. the high Administrative Court also confirmed that
[l]egal positions as they are formalized in decisions of the CJeu can be taken into consideration by administrative courts as argumentation, reflections regarding the harmonious interpretation of ukrainian legislation in line with established standards of the eu legal system, but not as a legal foundation (source of law) of a situation that caused a legal dispute. this compromising statement on behalf of the high Administrative Court of ukraine led to contradictory consequences. First, ukrainian judges were deprived of any formal grounds to apply various sources of the eu acquis in their decisions. second, ukrainian judges at the same time became authorized to refer to general principles, doctrines, and case law of the CJeu as a valuable source of interpretation in their decisions. unfortunately, the high Administrative Court did not comment on the issues of application of the eu acquis referred to in the text of the eu-ukraine AA and of binding decisions of the eu-ukraine Association Council. Paradoxically, the 2016 constitutional amendments were meant to abolish the system of highspecialized courts in ukraine, thereby invalidating this information Letter of the high Administrative Court of ukraine for the ukrainian judiciary.
the statement of the high Administrative Court of ukraine on application of CJeu case law enjoyed surprisingly enthusiastic support among judges of common and administrative courts in ukraine. As a result, during 2015-2016, ukrainian courts at different levels (general, specialized, high courts) referred to the eu-ukraine AA and case law of the CJeu in a variety of their decisions. 102 those ukrainian judges who had relevant experience and knowledge in application of the eChr and case law of the eCthr began to appeal to the eu acquis and the eu-ukraine AA, in particular in decisions protecting fundamental human rights in ukraine and economic cooperation between ukraine and the eu (competition, taxation, protection of intellectual property rights). 103 such references found extensive application in cases regarding ukrainian natural persons and companies who claimed the direct effect of these provisions, particularly in the context of paying customs duties when crossing the ukrainian border; 104 supply and trade of natural gas; 105 definition of origin of goods (honey); 106 102 or the legality of legislative drafts by the President of ukraine. 107 Nonetheless, ukrainian courts have not officially recognized the direct effect of the eu-ukraine AA in their decisions. this issue may be relevant in possible litigation on the conformity of ukrainian legislation to the objectives, principles and "essential elements" of the eu-ukraine AA before the Constitutional Court and general courts. 108
Application of Decisions of the EU-Ukraine Common Institutions
the eu-ukraine AA established a specific institutional framework (Association Council, Association Committee, and Parliamentary Assembly) with jurisdiction to issue decisions and binding legal acts. the Association Council is has the right to monitor the AA within the "framework of regular meetings between representatives of the Parties. " 109 Consequently, the Association Council may adopt decisions binding on the parties. in the meantime, this competence can be delegated to the Association Committee that assists ukraine in achieving the results of the association. 110 the ukrainian legal system is not accustomed to the binding force of decisions and acts of the eu-ukraine joint institutions, and therefore their legal effect is unclarified. As the ukrainian judiciary has not issued any judgments with reference to the binding decisions of the eu-ukraine Association Council and other common institutions, it has not clarified its position on the legal nature of these decisions. the ukrainian Parliament and the Government are developing a draft law aimed at regulating all legal issues related to the implementation and application of the eu-ukraine AA. decisions of the eu-ukraine common institutions will not be directly applicable, but will be enforced similar to international treaties. the draft law also considers binding decisions of the eu-ukraine common institutions either as international treaties, 111 or as national laws, or as subordinate acts depending on their Among the examples are the executive Order of the President of ukraine on banning the russian social networks (on the matter of national security and sanctions against the russian Federation caused by the annexation of Crimea in 2014 and military aggression in the east of ukraine) and Law of ukraine on banning the st. George (Guards') ribbon (as propaganda of the russian military aggression in the east of ukraine). these legislative acts raise some concerns regarding their compliance with the objectives of the eu-ukraine AA, in general, and freedom and expression and the principle of proportionality (as they are applied and interpreted within the eChr and the eu Charter of Fundamental rights), in particular. See Peter van elsuwege, Ukraine's Ban on Russian Social Media: On the Edge Between National Security and Freedom of Expression, verfassungsblog, 2 June 2017 (Jul. 2, 2019), available at http://verfassungsblog.de/ukraines-ban-on-russian-social-media-on-theedge-between-national-security-and-freedom-of-expression. nature. in the former two cases, the binding decisions of the eu-ukraine common institutions must be considered as part of the national legal system, which takes precedence over conflicting national legislation but not the Constitution. in the latter case, it will be regarded as a secondary legal source of the ukrainian legal system. the draft law obliges the ukrainian judiciary to apply these decisions as sources of law, whereas non-binding recommendations of the eu-ukraine common institutions can be used as a source of interpretation of ukrainian legislation and international obligations of ukraine. unfortunately, this draft law has not been submitted for first reading in the ukrainian Parliament.
Conclusion
the analysis of the three constitutional legal orders with respect to the application of international law has shown considerable difference as far as the law in books and the law in practice are concerned. the influence of distinct regional integration processes has significance for the application of international law in russia, ukraine, and Belarus. On one hand, the process of eurasian integration, culminating in the establishment of the eurasian economic union, led to the creation of new institutions influencing the domestic legal order of Belarus and russia. On the other hand, the process of european integration, epitomized through the european union, constitutes an important source of reference for domestic constitutional developments in ukraine, which faces challenges of implementing a new generation of Association Agreements with the eu.
the 1993 russian Constitution is the most international law-friendly constitution among the countries of the post-soviet area. Only the russian Constitution has an explicit "integration clause" (Art. 79). Nevertheless, despite the initial openness to international law, recent constitutional developments in russia have shifted in a different direction. the case law of the russian Constitutional Court regarding the enforcement of decisions of the eCthr reveals an increasingly defensive and isolationist position justified by the objective of guarding the national sovereignty and protection of the domestic constitutional principles against the influence of international law. simultaneously, eurasian integration creates new challenges for the russian constitutional order. the case law of the eAeu Court introducing the direct effect of the Astana treaty within the legal systems of eAeu Member states may potentially conflict with the Constitutional Court attempts to restore the full and unquestionable supremacy of the Constitution over decisions of international institutions and organizations and judgments of international courts. in the end, this strategy may endanger the effectiveness of the eurasian integration project within the post-soviet area and beyond. the analysis of the Belarus constitutional order shows certain challenges in the application of international law, and that this order is not entirely compatible with the eAeu legal framework. the main problematic provision is, according to one interpretation, the ability of the Belarus Constitutional Court to verify the compatibility of decisions of international regulatory bodies not only with the Constitution, but with national laws and decrees. it would be helpful to change the constitutional provisions in this respect. Because changing constitutional norms requires a referendum, it has been argued that it is possible to (temporarily) overcome the challenges by applying the "living document" doctrine. the "living document" reading of the constitution would make the Belarus legal order fully compatible with current eAeu law and allow that law to function and develop more effectively.
ukraine went through a dramatic transformation from a country which pursued a multi-vector foreign policy to accommodate two conflicting integration projects (european and eurasian) in a country with a firm pro-european policy as laid down in the eu-ukraine AA. externally, ukraine committed itself to demanding conditionality and monitoring processes envisaged in the eu-ukraine AA in return for better access to the eu internal market, establishing a deep and Comprehensive Free trade Area, and abolishing the visa regime with the eu. Looking at the pattern of adaptability of the ukrainian constitutional order to the european integration project more widely, we may conclude that the external factors (such as the aims of the eu-ukraine relations, including potential membership in the eu, introduction of the visa-free regime, and others) act as a catalyst for constitutional change. Furthermore, domestic and constitutional reforms in ukraine must be compatible with the eu common values which constitute "essential elements" of the eu-ukraine Association Agreement and lay the cornerstone of the policy of conditionality on behalf of the eu towards ukraine.
